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S H I R BUR N I A N.

No. CCCLVII. DECEMBER, 1925.

EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXIII.

T HE attitude of the Press, as a whole, towards the death
of the Queen-Mother has seemed to us-as indeed to

a contemporary-too little tempered with that admirable
restraint which is RO often a sincere mark not only of grief
but also of respect. The daily papers have yet to learn that
fulsomeness is not the better part of reverence. In reading
the effusions of these journals on this subject, one almost
felt that these were the obituary notices of a celebrated
actress or authoress, and not of a gracious Queen: and if
the Press-so powerful in moulding the minds of the many
is to make no differentiation between a queen and an actress,
whose real character is unknown to the public, Royalty will
also be regarded as mere actors on the social stage, and
their reality and nearness to their people, which is the
mainstay of the nation, will be lost for ever.

It is far from our purpose to belittle in any way the grief,
only too real and heavy, which has been felt throughout
the British Empire at the death of Queen Alexandra. It
is precisely because this grief is so real and so great that
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the gushing effusions of the half-penny press strike a jarring
note, out of harmony with the real feelings of the nation.

A great Queen has died: and not only a great Queen, but
a noble woman, who by her sympathy and unselfishness had
endeared herself to all. Surely the respect felt towards her
and towards her children should he preserved in a spirit of
restraint and calmness unmarred by a rush of fluent
journalese.

It was not an unworthy end, to die, full of years, with
the knowledge of a long life well lived behind her, loved by
all.

La 111 ort 11'Y mord.

Congratulations to E. H. ]\1. Wilcox on his Scholarship
at Pembroke, Cambridge. Also we wish the best of luck to
the three candidates who go up this term.

SCHOOL NEWS.

\Vilcox won a Scholarship at Pembroke College, Cambridge,
on the Higher Certificate.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with
School Colours :-

1ST XV.
Nov. 15 R. H. Kendal

S. M. R. Woods
J. S. Hindmarsh.

Nov.22 J. W. Kelway
D. F. R. Evans.
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2ND XV.
Nov. 5 R. P. B. Shaw

F. G. Warner.
Nov. 10 G. P. Cunningham

R. Eglington
W. P. T. Scott
H. C. R. Way
R. de B. Hubert.

Nov. 16 R. Philp
W. M. M. MiIligan.

Dec. 2 1. W. Kennedy
D. M. Clementi
H. C. Devitt.

CLASS LEADER'S BADGE.

A. H. L. Baker
R. H. Kendal
R. Eglingtoll
C. ]. A. T. Cliff
P. E. Devitt.

COLTS' BADGES.

Oct. 30 \Vest.
Martin quart.
Sharpe mi.

Nov. 7 Helbling.
de la Condamine.

Dec. 7 Simmonds.
Kreyer.
\Vright mi.
Beadle.
Grcig ma.
Goulc..l.
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0.5. NEWS.

(DECEMBER,

Our congratulations to W. E. Tucker on his captaining the
Cambridge team with such sUCcess against Oxford; also to
J. A. Nunn and W. J. N. Walker on being presented with
their Rugger Blues at Oxford and Sandhurst.

Sir T. G. Devitt played with great success for the Probables
in the international trial match on December 12th.

OXFORD 0.5. LETTER.

TheJault of an Oxford Letter is that it is written by one
man and with one man's knowledge of the rest. An ideal letter
could only be written if each O.S. were to send in a short, un
biassed biography depicting his life at Oxford (if any) and
stating his views and impressions of that ancient city (if any);
the biographies would then have to be edited, perhaps even
rewritten and shortened, by X, a man naturally of gigantic
intellect. and printed. In default of the almost too perfect
result of such a proceeding, there is the following:-

There are several old familiar faces that will be seen no more
in Oxford, but eight new familiar faces are here to make amends.
F. H. \Vright and J. A. Nunn share a room in New College,
which they are making the object of active aesthetical and
decorative skill (aesthetical has nothing to do with aesthete, at
least not in Oxford). N unn is almost certain to get his" Blue,"
and I should have said as much of Wright a few weeks ago,
but there are so many outsides that it gives "bad luck" a
great deal of scope which she ought not to have. They are
both, anyway, what are called" ornaments" of New College.
J. Kendal is playing lusty football for University, and must be
enjoying life. D. B. H. Lennox-Boyd has joined his gigantic
brother in the" House." D. C. MacGillivray is at Trinity,
A. J. D. Anderson at Hertford, and G. A. E. Halt at Merton.
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The last named sings tenor in the Bach Choir, under the un-,
orthodox genius of Sir Hugh AIlen. M. W. WiIIson has gone
to Oriel.

As for the Old' Stagers; C. Day-Lewis wiIl, I hope, bring
out another and thicker volume of poetry before he goes down.
He has taken up footbaIl and plays with considerable success
for Wadham. H. A. Whitehead has gone into lodgings where
he can work as long as he likes for his schools in the summer.
He has not lost any of his spiritedness in football. A. T. L.
Lennox-Boyd is still the same delightful gossip, not, I mean, a
malicious gossip, but one who can cheer up anyone who has the
camelius hump. He is a "bird" at the Union. A. King is still in
college, and plays for the Greyhounds. G. B. MilIigan worries
away atthe track,and is cheerfuIincheerful lodgings. J. D. Lean
and F. R. Cox no longer share a room in Oriel, but live just
opposite each other. Lean is inclined to look jovially haggard,
but that is because Honour Mods. are next term. Cox plays the
piano and sings a great deal, and is reaIly on his way to become a
very good oar. He did well in trial eights. ]. T. Spencer
PhiIlips has nice rooms in New CoIlege, and is rowing with
success. A. N. WiIlson has left Oriel and gone into lodgings.
P. G. Bryan-Daunt runs still with some success, and especiaIly
50 for Wadham in the cross country, this term. C. H. Waller
plays rugger for Queen's and is seen about the town, though
rarely. F. S. \Vadsworth is still up, though he has got his de
gree. H. Tout is working as hard as usual. C. W. ]. Kent is
at RN.C. still, and T. \\T. H. Porter at Exeter.

FinaIly, it must not be omitted that Mr. Goodrich and Mrs.
Goodrich are in Oxford. They are living at 3, Park Crescent,
which is up the \Voodstock Road. I\1r. Goodrich is doing a
good deal of tutoring, and both of them seem cheerful.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

MR. ROSS ON SICILY.

On Saturday, December 5th, Ur. Ross g-ave his long
expected lecture on Sicily to the Archa~ological Society.
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However, our patient expectation was rewarded by a most
interesting account of his experiences. He began by giving us
a very brief outline of the history of Sicily, and then showed us
and told us about its wonders. At Palermo, first, in the west
part of the island, and then at Girgente, he told us of the
magnificent buildings and beautiful frescoes. The best,however,
was still in store for us. The Greek temples of -Acragas and
the Greek theatre at Syracuse, where the Agamemnon of
Aeschylus was first acted, showed to us how beautiful is Greek
architecture, unadorned as it is. It was interesting also to see
pictures of the catacombs of the early Christians, stretching, it
is said, for two miles. Finally, it is impossible to give a lecture
on Sicily without mentioning the great names of Pindar,
Aeschylus, and Theocritus; and it was pleasant to find that
even a master of the modern side had not forgotten the beauty
of their works, and of the architecture of that people to which
they -belonged.

LECTURES.

EVEREST.

On October 31st, Brigadier-General Bruce lectured on the
Mount Everest Expedition-although" lectured" is hardly the
word: he is far too intimate to lecture, for he talks to each of
us individually, not to us all as a whole.

Many no doubt remembered his former lecture here two years
ago, when his tale had less of terror and tragedy in it: yet, as
General Bruce so truly said, it is not really tragedy. Sad as
the deaths of lrvine and Mallory seem at first thought, yet on
considering it, one can see the glory of their climb into the un
known silence of the mountains, high above all other men.

But General Bruce does not give us all powder and no jam,
as the saying goes. He may thrill us with his tales of the
terrible march from the third camp, across the ice and up the
"chimney," but he also makes us laugh with his descriptions
of Thibetan tea (shades of camp 1), or of the very human
characters he met with on the way.
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It must have been a great disappointment to him to be pre
vented from remaining with the expedition: we wish him
better luck next time.

Few ways could be found of spending a more enjoyable and·
profitable evening. We hope that the end of the next
expedition wiII bring General Bruce to Sherborne once more
with like tales of heroism and daring.

RUSTIC LIFE AND HUMOUR.

On Monday evening, November 30th, Doctor Habberton
Lulham gave a lecture on " Rustic Life and Humour." The
lecturer must have felt he needed no introduction, being, as he
assured us, a contributor to " Punch," for, after a moment's
conversation, the Headmaster returned to his seat without
having given his usual introductory speech. The School
seemed inclined to be hilarious from the beginning, and indeed
the lecturer's stories were very amusing, though some we felt
wc might have heard before. During the first minutes of the
lecture, we were somewhat disappointed, but when the lights
were turned offand the first slide was shewn, our interest in
creased by leaps and bounds. The lecturer shewed us some
charming photographs of his various friends in the country;
and his studies of gypsy life and lore were of particular interest.
The introduction of some slides representing drawings that had
appeared in " Punch," struck us as unfortunate, nor could we
discover their exact relevance. Some exceedingly clever
pictures of animals in their native haunts were a delight to all,
and some of his slides of stuffed animals deceived even the most
learned students of nature. The last few minutes of the lecture
were accompanied by some of the most beautiful slides we
have ever seen. These were of scenery in all seasons of the
year, and their colouring was especially lovely.

'Ve were surprised to find that the lecture had only taken an
hour, and it is a great credit to Doctor Lulham that he should
have told us so many interesting things in so short a time; it
was indeed " one crowded hour of glorious life." The Doctor
had not only shewn himself to be an accomplished artist, but,
what is more, a genuine lover of nature in its most beautiful
forms.
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EARLY RENAISSANCE SCULPTURE.

On Saturday, December 12th, Mr. Gleadowe delivered a
lecture on Early Renaissance Sculpture, certainly a most in
spiring subject, and one dealt with most deftly by the lecturer.

The figure round which he chose to centre his lecture was
that of Donatello, and no selection could have been better made;
for some of us, though we had heard something of that great
man, had seldom had the opportunity of seeing his works, or
of having their beauties pointed out to us by such an expert as
the lecturer.

To begin with, Mr. Gleadowe reminded us of the difference
between realistic and purely decorative art, and proved his point
by shewing both side by side, the realistic figures of th e Greeks
and Romans and the crude forms in the old Gothic architecture.

Donatello, he said, was the first man to combine the two, and
his exquisite results were,as we all saw, masterpieces. He neither
cared what material he used nor what object he portrayed, the
results were always the same. It is almost impossible to believe
that the same hand wrought that delightful frieze of little
dancing children, and the dreadful haunting figure of the
Madonna. Other great masters whose works we saw were
Phidias the Greek, Boccacclo, Guiberti, and the great Leonardo
da Vinci, while one of the most pleasing of all was Verrocchio's
equestrian group.

The last slide shewed one of Michael Angelo's masterpieces;
and so his lecture drew to a close, but we felt somehow re
freshed with the thought that though men may die, ·still they
are as Keats says

" . . . . . . . . . . . . not yet dead,
But in old marbles beautiful."

THE HARRISON TRIO.

Qn Saturday, November 28th, the Harrison trio played the
following programme:-
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1 Concerto in A minor

MARGARET HARRISON.

2 Sonata

BEATRICE HARRISON.

3 Meditation
FiTeuse
Le Gitana

MAY HARRISON.

4 Adagio
Hungarian Dance (unaccompanied)

BEATRICE HARRISON.

}

i7i

Bach

Tartini

Glazounow
Faure

.Kreisler

Kodaly

5 Londonderry Air
Dawn

arranged by May H arrison
Strauss-Harrison

THE MISSES HARRISON.

Undeniably the three sisters are admirable musicians, but the
programme was less admirable by far. Bach's beau·tiful violin
concerto would ordinarily put one in excellent temper: un
fortunately, the chilliness of the Big Schoolroom caused the
violin to go sadly out of tune very early in the first movement:
in the second movement, the poverty of tone and lack of
sustaining power of our piano could not be hidden; the soloist
played the beautiful melody with great restraint. The light
hearted finale was entirely successful. The 'cello sonata by
Tartini did not seem a very interesting work: certainly it
would be hard to conceive anything more jejune than the piano
accompaniment to the slow movement. Miss May Harrison's
wonderfully rich tone in her group of solos was sheer
delight: the Glazounow "Meditation," is a lovely tune of
generous length; the other two are pleasant little drawing-room
pieces.

Had Miss Beatrice Harrison known beforehand how much
she would dislike our notorious Big Schoolroom draught, we
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could suppose that the Kodaly was put in by way of retaliation.
Those who timed it by watches, say it lasted only twenty or
twenty-five minutes. As an exhibition of technique it was
superb, as a feat of memorizing nothing less than astonishing,
but as music, a futile waste of time. We remain uncertain
whether the dull aches and sharp twinges of pain that apparently
were being depicted were animal or human.

The Londonderry Air, in which all three players joined, came
as a relief: there seems to be no end to the number of com
posers who" dish it up;" this particular concoction had at any
rate the merit of not being over-spiced with unsuitably pungent
harmonies. Strauss's" Dawn" was sufficiently pretty to please
most and to offend none.

One went home reflecting what a pity it was that the right
to "call the tune" had not (through no fault of theirs) been
exercised by those to whom it proverbially belongs.

A.J.L.W.

THE SOPHISTS.

On Tuesday night, November 17th, the Sophists gave a per
fqrmance of " Grumpy" by Horace Hodges and T. Wigney
Percyval. Being informed that the doors would be open at
6.20, we arrived punctually at that hour and were somewhat
disappointed at having to wait until 6-4-5 before Mr. Clarke
appeared, laden with his inevitable apologies. However, when
the curtains were drawn aside a most realistic scene was pre
.sented: the play had started. The acting honours without
doubt went to that most versatile of actors, Devitt ma., as
"Grumpy"-his best part so far. Martin ma. is to be very
highly commended for his rendering of the part· of Heron, the
lover; we felt very sorry we could not see more of his most
professional love-making. Kehvay was excellent as Ruddock.
Gartett showed us that he could" smile and smile and be a
villai~" and Fraser, whose forehead looked like a " Lenglen
bandeau/' was quietly charming as Virginia. The play was
unfortunately spoilt by the omission of the last act, but never-
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theless we returned to our houses with the pleasant feeling
that we had spent a very enjoyable evening.

On Saturday, December 5th, the Sophists were to have
acted" Tilly of Bloomsbury," but being unable to do so, Carey's
House gallantly stepped into the breach and performed four
sketches.

First they represented" Ici on parIe Francrais." The acting
on the whole was good, especially that of Devitt as "Mrs.
Spriggins," of Clarke as the Servant, and of Bertram as the
Frenchman. The plot of the play hung round Mr. Spriggins'
notice, "Ici on parle Francrais" and the couple it brought
in,-a Frenchman, unmarried, but very much in love, and a
young married women. The husband of the married woman,
impersonated by \Vright, was not long in turning up, very
agitated and presumably furious. However, matters were
brought to a happy conclusion by the Frenchman finding his
lost love in the landlord's daughter, thereby proving that his
relations with the major's wife were beyond suspicion.

The second sketch was" Allotments" by Gertrude ] ennings.
The quarrels of the two owners of neighbouring allotments pro
vided great amusement. This was followed by two very short
sketches, which were quite the best events of the evening. In
"\Vaiting for the Bus," Mr. Randolph and Devitt excelled
themselves, and we are surprised that Mr. Randolph is not in
the choir; while Devitt's falsetto almost rivalled that of Mr.
Picton. "The Silent Prompter" which followed, proved an
excellent finale to a delightful entertainment.

,. B" (THE SHERBORNE) COMPANY.

31, Union Street,
Southwark, S.E.

Our annual inspection was held this year in the Temple
Gardens, when we were honoured by Field-Marshal Lord
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Allenby, who expressed himself very favourably impressed with
the work done. After the inspection, Lord Allenby presented
the Clifford Shield to the Cadet S.M. of "B" Company, as
representing the most efficient Company of the most efficient
Battalion of London Cadets.

Although we had only twenty-two Cadets, not to mention
one dog, at Summer Camp at Worthing this year, the Sherborne
Company was the strongest in the Battalion. It was a most
successful camp, thoroughly enjoyed by all.

The Company has just competed in the Lucas Tooth
Competition, and in the Prince of Wales' Shield for Boxing.
\Ve do not yet know the marks for the former, but in the latter
the Battalion failed to win by only one mark. "B" Company
was well represented in this event. I want tu take this chance
of thanking all O.5S. who answered our appeal and supported
the matinee so kindly arranged by Mrs. Beaumont for us at
the Scala Theatre in aid of the Battalion Funds.

Once more· I must appeal to senior members of the School
to come down to Southwark and take up or start some particular
hobby in which they may be interested. For the future
welfare of the whole club it is absolutely essential to build up
a lasting interest which is something apart from drill and

. ordinary routine. Club life must be developed, and we need
help for that especially.

Although we close for the Christmas week, there shoulli be
an 0.5. at Union St. every night but Saturday and Thursday
from 8 p.m. onwards, and he will be very pleased to give any
further information to all Shirburnians visiting the club.

A. M. S. BAKER.

FOOTBALL.

The Captain wishes to thank all those masters who have
helped in the football this term.

SCHOOL v. R.N. COLLEGE (DARTMOUTH) •..

The School gained a welcome victory by five tries to nil,
thanks mainly to the recovery of the forwards on Kinnersly's
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return, for though they lost control of the game for a short
period in the second half, as so often happens, they were for the
most part in a position to prevent many serious at.tacks by their
opponents-which was lucky, for the School outsides were not
effective, though Witherby was safe enough at full-back.

The kick-off took the ball into the School's twenty-five, and
after scrambling play, which ·revealed very weak passing on the
part of the visitors, Woods led arush to half-way. A free kick
to the School availed little, but Cliff, whose work in the open
was consistently good, gained ground from the line-out. Free
kicks to both sides and a good punt by Witherby ended in
Kinnersly leading a strong attack which took play to the
Dartmouth line. Long-continued scrambling play took place,
but Dartmouth relieved the pressure only to be driven back
again by a good kick by Witherby. Until the second half
Higginson was rather slow after his enforced rest and the
opposing scrum half 'was very quick on to him, so that open
attacks were few and far between. Cliff and Vvoods were
conspicuous in leading rushes as well as Kinnersly, whose
leading was helpful. The first score came through Kinnersly
at the end of an attack initiated by Baker (3-0).

Play then went to the School twenty-five and Witherby had
to relieve the pressure. There was a splendid forward rush to
half-way, and from a scrum in the visitors' twenty-five Baker
scored (6-0).

After the interval Devitt gained some ground, and loose
scrambling led to a scrum on the Dartmouth line, from which
Higginson dived over and added three more points (9-0). The
School kept up the pressure, and after three strenuous struggles
on the Dartmouth line the defending forwards broke away
very finely, led by Little, and took play to midfield. The
threequarters on both sides were very weak, and real football
seemed impossible. Lean scored after kicking over the back's
head (12-0), and Spedding and Devitt only just failed to do
the same. Play was dull from this point onwards except for a
strong run by \Vitherby, which enabled Lean to add the final
score (15-0).

The game was a forward one, the outsides in each team
being ineffective except perhaps for the scrum halves, whose
efforts were poorly backed up. The training of all the School
threequarters has really been on the wing, and play in the centre
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is of course a very different proposition. Shaw was promising.
The failure to kick goals was partly due to a greasy ball. But
whatever the defects of the team may have been, the victory
was an exceedingly useful one, as another defeat would have
made recovery exceedingly difficult, and Kinnersly is to be
congratulated on having pulled his forwards together so well.

School-R, C. F. Witherby; A. H. L. Baker, C. M. R
Spedding, Shaw,P. E. Devitt; J. Higginson, D. F. R. Evans;
RA. Kinnersly, R D. Lean, C. J. A. T. Cliff, RH. Kendal,
S. M. R Woods,J. S. Hindmarsh, J. W. Kelway, E. C. Alderton.

SCHOOL v. TONBRIDGE.

A disappointing game with few glimpses of real football.
The victory of Tonbridge was deserved, though at one time,
just before the end of the first half, the School pack appeared
to have won the mastery of the situation. They failed, however,
in the second half, and Tonbridge had plenty of opportunity for
attack. \Veak tackling in the centre allowed these opportunities
to be used, and though at the very end the School scored twice
in a few minutes, the game was by then lost beyond hope of
recovery.

Tonbridge kicked off, and Devitt gained less ground by
running and being tackled than he might have done by running
and punting. This, in fact, was one of the most conspicuous
differences between the two sides. Tonbridge saved their
forwards by u,sing the wind very frequently, the School were
constantly tackled, though more ground might have been gained
ora fresh attack initiated by judicious kicking when a break
through was obviously unlikely. Scrambling play took place
in mid-field, Tonbridge driving the School back to their twenty
five twice in a few minutes by the kicking above mentioned.
Higginson relieved pressure and took play to the Tonbridge
territory. A mistake by Shaw led to an unexpected develop
ment, and Baker was enabled to run round: Lean converted
(5-0). More loose play followed, and Witherby tackled well.
Lean made a mark and invaded the Tonbridge twenty-five with
a good punt. Tonbridge showed weakness in attack, their
outsides being almost static at this point. Baker might have
scored had he remembered sometimes to kick over the back's
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head instead of being tackled with the ball. Tonbridge attacked
strongly, but the School defence was sound for the time being.
Cliff was conspicuous in open play and Witherby did some
good kicking. Tonbridge developed a strong attack on their
left wing, and from ensuing play near our line scored a good
dropped goal (5-4). The School replied well and Kinnersly
and Kendal were dangerous, their effort, however, being
nullified by weak passing of a stereotyped kind by the three
quarter line, which lost nearly twenty yards of ground.
Desultory play continued to half-time.

On resuming the School loose-heeled and went to the
Tonbridge twenty-five. Evans kicked well, and a free kick to
the School forced Tonbridge to touch down. Immediately
after this Spedding was hurt, and his tackling in the centre
weakened. Tonbridge attacked right up to our line, but
Higginson relieved. Tonbridge scored, and converted their
try (5-9) as a result of weak tackling all round; they were
first now conspicuous for uninterrupted success at the liue
out. They again pierced the centre, and Witherby was slow
in anticipating a swerve, this try also being converted (5-14-).
The School attacked and a promising movement was spoilt by
poor judgment in the centre. Further ineffectiveness in
defence, both at three-quarter and full-back, allowed Tonbridge
to score again and convert (5-19), things seeming to go all
wrong both fore and aft with the School side till a good forward
rush led by Lean and Kendal bettered their position. An
epidemic of" burrowing" rendered the School's play outside
quite valueless, and Tonbridge again pierced the centre when
they resumed the attack (5-22).

At this point the play underwent a dramatic change. Cliff
dribbled well to the Tonbridge line, and from a scrum Higginson
dived over and scored (8-22). Immediately after the best try
of the day fell to the School, pretty passing on the left wing
ending in Evalls, who had run outside Devitt, scoring for Lean
to convert (13-22).

Had not the forwards cracked just after half-time, and had
Spedding been uninjured and better able to use his judgment,
there is no saying what the result would have been. Tonbridge
were unusually weak in direct attack, but tbe greater weight of
their forwards compensated for this. The game ended with
eight points difference, as stated. For the School, Kinnersly
illld Cliff were the l1lost conspicuous of the forwards, Higginsoi~
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!

on the way to recovering his true form at scrum-half, and
Baker as energetic as ever at wing three-quarter. Witherby
started exceedingly well, but missed his man towards the end.
The team as a whole appeared to have played themselves out
against a more formidable-looking side than themselves.

School-R. C. F. Witherby; A. H. L. Baker, P. B. Shaw,
C. M. R. Spedding, P. E. Devitt; J. Higginson, D. F. R. Evans;
R. A. Kinnersly, R. D. Lean, C. J. A. T. Cliff, R. H. Kendal,
S. M. R. \Voods,J. S. Hindmarsh, J. VI/. Kelway, E.C. Alderton.

SCHOOL v. BLUNDE:LL'S.

This match was played at Blundell's.
The School lost by 26 points to 19 points. The ground was

sticky on the top but hard underneath. The School forwards
started badly, and the tackling on both sides was poor in the
early stages of the game. Blundell's were lucky to score first
far out, their wing and Baker going right through the corner
flag (0-3) Baker shortly afterwards got the ball in mid-field,
and after slipping loose from a poor collar, scored (3-3).
Baker next intercepted a bad pass by Blundell's, but was
collared on the line; from the loose heel, Higginson gave to
Lean, who scored (6-3). Higginson was then penalised for
off-side, but the kick at goal failed. The School forwards were
improving and made a very good rush down the field, led by
Kendal and Woods, but Evans spoilt the attack by finding
touch. Baker, who was the fastest player on the field, appeared
too fond of hesitating in a vain endeavour to side-step his
opponent, instead of using his pace; however, he again scored
far out (9-3). Kinnersly then leading a good forward rush,
secured the ball and gave to Baker, who scored. The try was
converted (14-3). The School were now playing well and
looked like winning, though Blundell's scored and converted
before half-time (14-8).

Early in the second half the School forwards heeled well, and
Baker, going straight for the corner, ran round for a well
placed try (19-8). From this point in the game, when the
match seemed won, the School, who had been playing well,
simply went to pieces; the tackling was deplorable, and Blun.
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dell's got over twice in quick succession (19-16). Witherby,
then let their wing through for a converted try (19-21), and
a few minutes before time Blundell's again scored (19-26).
The School played like a beaten side for the last quarter-of-an
hour, the backs particularly giving a poor exhibition of collaring
and lack of determination to save the game.

School:-R. C. F. Witherby; A. H. L. Baker, W. P.
T. Scott, P. B. Shaw, P. E. Devitt; J. Higginson, D. F. R.
Evans; R. A. Kinnersly, R. D. Lean, C. J. A. T. Cliff, R. H.
Kendal, S. M. R. \iVoods, J. S. Hindrnarsh, J. W. Kelway, E.
C. Alderton.

SCHOOL V. DOWNSIDE.

The Downside match took place at Downside, on November
21st. The School started playing very raggedly for the first
half, while the forwards did not seem to be able to get together
in the" loose." . Downside scored in the first three minutes by
a run through by Sheldon, an inside three-quarter. This was not
converted, leaving the score at 3-0. After this, Kinnersly got
the fonvardsgoing with much more dash, while the three-quarters
were tackling better than previously. The Downside forwards
continued to press us, however, and they succeeded in scoring
again as the result of a forward rush. This was converted, as
were the two tries which they scored just before half-time.
Thus at half-time the score stood at 18-0. In the second
half, the forwards pulled themselves together and the footwork
improved immensely. 'Ve were pressing heavily most of this
time, though when their three-quarters did get into our twenty
five the really good tackling of our three-quarters prevented
them scoring again. Higginson ,,'as especially prominent in the
amount of tackling and good lVork he did.

The Downside tackling was good and their passing was very
good, as they used the method of coming in very close to their
men when taking their passes.

Towards the end, as the result of a forward rush, the ball was
passed out to Baker who ran well and scored far out. The
score stood at 18-3 when no-side went.

School-R. C. F. vVitherby; A. H. L. Baker, P. B. Shaw,
J. O. Bayley, P. E. Devitt; J. Higginson, D. F. R, Evans;
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R. A. Kinnersly, R. D. Lean, C. ]. A. T. Cliff, R. H. Kendal,
S. M. R. Woods, G. N. Beckett, J. W. Kelway, E. C. Alderton.

THE 2ND xv.
The 2nd XV, though more ·successful this year than last,

were again unfortunate in the matter of injuries, and were
seldom at full strength. \\Then they were, they played quite
good football and were above the average of recent years for a
2nd XV. The chief strength lay in the forwards and halves,
where Dyball, who was an excellent captain in every way, and
Cunningham were the mainstay of the side. When this
combination was broken up, as too frequently was the case, the
side's attack and defence suffered considerably. The forwards
were good throughout the season, except in their first match
with Blundell's, when they failed to last; Eglington, Beckett
and Garrett were perhaps the pick of a hard working, level
pack. The weakness of the side was at three-quarter. Scott
never quite realised expectations, though his kicking was very
useful, and on the wings Kennedy and Clementi were very
inconsistent. Clementi scored some good tries, owing chiefly
to his dash, but gave away several by weak tackling. Kennedy's
defence was fairly sound, but he dropped too many passes.
Devitt mi. at back tackled uniformly well, but was very slow.
There seems to be a dearth of centre three-quarters in the
school, and a great danger lest the old-fashioned forward rush
and the traditional footwork of the school should disappear
altogether. A forward who can come through the semi-tight
with the ball at his feet is far more valuable than onc who
indulges in showy dribbles in the open.

The results of matches were as follows :-
'0. Canford Lost 8-12 (away).
'0. Downside Won 23-8 (away).
'0. Monkton Combe .,. Lost 3-13 (away).
'0. Blundell's Lost nil-17 (away).
v. All Hallows Won 41-13 (home).
'0. Blundell's Lost 3-16 (home).
'0. Downside Won 9-3 (home).
'0. Bruton Scratched on account of

the frost,
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THE COLTS.

The Colts had become a very fair side within a month of the
start of term, and then deteriorated to some extent. Not only
were they nearly always playing the same people, which must
be bad in some respects, but there was actually no side in the
new 'class' games really able to extend them, and constant
games and even matches against weaker teams had their
inevitable sequel, first improvement of attack, and then over
confidence followed by slack shoving and slow running. Lack
of leadership also hindered the forwards.

The side scored 109 points to 14 in the four matches, and it
should have been more. In their last match their form was
poor for the reasons given, and they have a lot to remedy
before they can hope to get near the average Upper Ground
standard even with the advantage of added weights and age in
the next two years.

Of individuals, Windus was at times gooe! in the open, though
one of a back row that was lazy in packing. Peters and Martin
were sound and Davies good in the tight, while MacCarthy
hooked well. At scrum-half de la Condamine may do well
when he cures obvious faults, and vVilson will make a fly-half
if he is ever able to sland the pace, which he cannot do at
present. Of the three-quarters, \Vest, though light, has natural
abilities as a centre, but must avoid running into the thick of
it and must increase his pace; Helbling will do well with
experience, and Simmonds does not lack courage. Sharpe at
back was always useful with safe hands, feet and head.

On the whole a promising side spoilt by circumstances after
apparently coming on well.

THE PILGRBIS.

The following dates of Pilgrims' Matches were announced
incorrectly. The correct dates are:-

"Monday, January 18th, v. Old Haileyburians.
\Vednesday, January 20th, v. Old Tonbridgians.

Both will be played on the Old l\Ierchant Taylors' ground,
Teddington. Kick off 2.30.

The match against Exeter has been scratched.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

[DECEMBER.

[The Editors of The Shirbllrnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To the Editor of The Shirbttrnian.

Sir,
:.way a few Old Shirburnians thank Mr. Picton and all concerned for

the end-of-term Concert in July? I think it is generally admitted that few
School Concerts have given more genuine pleasure. It is perhaps enough
to say that the School's farewell to its leavers was thus as dignified as it
was sincere, and few of those whose Sherborne days were ending can have
failed to be grateful, and to hope that future leavers will be as fortunate
'when strikes the hour to go.'

Yours faithfully,

FIVE OLD SHIRBURNIANS.

Dear Sir,
It is proposed, in future, to hold the Cambridge O.S. Dinner at the

beginning of the May Term, instead of during the Christmas Term as has
hitherto been the case. The reason for this is that any masters desirous
of attending will be able to do so, whereas under the old arrangement they
were prevented by their duties.

\Vill anybody having any objection to raise to this change kindly
communicate with me?

F. D. MAcCARTHY,
Caius College,

Hon. Sec. C.U.O.S.S. 1925-26.

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
and apologize for any accidental omissions;-

Artzsts' Rzjles Magazine, The Bluudellian, The Carihusiau,
The Cheltonii:w, City oj London School Magazine, The
Clijtonian, The Dovorian, The Eastbournian, The Elizabe
than, The Elthamian, The Eton College Chronicle, The
Felstedian, The H aileyburian, Kelly College Chronicle,
Lancing School Magazine, Llaudovery School Magaziue, The
Loreiionian, The Marlburian, The Mal'vernian, The Meteor,
The Mill Hill School Magazine, The Mouktonian, The Mohonk
Sentinel, The Ousel, The Paulille, The Raven, The Radleian,
The Repionian, R.M.A. Magazine, Stonyhurst Magazine,
The Taylorian, The Tonbridgian, Uppinghalll School Maga
zine, The lVykeha1llist.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All Letters and Articles intended for publication should
be sent to the EDITOR, School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

The Annual Subscription is 6/6 including postage. The
Shirburnian is published six times in the year, twice each
term.

Subscribers changing their addresses are requested to
communicate at once with the PUBLISHERS, as otherwise
the Shirbumillll cannot possibly be forwarded to them.
This applies especially to subscribers entering or leaving
the Universities.

No anonymous contribution will be accepted, but the
full name must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which
will not be opened if the article be rejected.

If an article is to be continued in successive numbers,
the whole is to be sent in at once.

No contribution will be inserted, which is not the bona Me
production of some one who is, or has been, a Member of
the School.

We decline to hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our contributors'.

Contributors are requested to write legibly, and
only on ONE side of the paper. .


